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0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following situation. Let M” be an oriented manifold. Any class of 
H, _ 2 (M; Z) is realized uniquely up to a cobordism by an oriented closed submanifold of 
M (see [9]). For i 2 1, realizing i classes by submanifolds and taking the intersection, we 
obtain a mapping 
Y 
i times 
Composing pp’ with the signature homomorphism R, _ 2i --, Z gives us the so-called virtual 
signature 
zi:(H,_,(M;E))’ +Z. 
(Of course, ri = 0 if n - 2i#4Z). 
Generally speaking, the mapping pp’ is not linear, nor are the mappings pp’ polylinear 
(unlike a similar mapping (H_ l(M; Z))’ + Q2, _ i), which can already be seen on the level of 
the virtual signature ri. For example, the nonlinearity of z1 is measured by r3. More 
precisely, there holds the following relation due to Hirzebruch ([2,3], cf. [6, Nr. 4-6)): 
r1(x + Y) =71(x) + rr(y) - r&,y,x + Y). 
Similarly, one has the relation 
(*) 
zi(xl, ... ,xi-l,x + Y) 
= Ti(x1, *.. ,Xi-12X) +zi(Xlv ... ~Xi-l~Y)-~i+l(Xlr ... ,%-1,&Y9X +.Y). (**I 
It is the latter identity ( **) that is called the functional equation for the virtual signature. 
Using it one can recursively find, for example, signatures of hypersurfaces and regular 
complete intersections in @PN (cf. [8, 71). (Note that ( **) obviously follows from ( *), one 
should only apply ( *) to the transversal intersection of manifolds realizing the classes 
Xl? . . . 2xi-l*) 
In his original proof of (w ), Hirzebruch uses his well-known signature formula (the 
Index Theorem) which expresses the signature of a manifold via its L-genus and is based on 
the calculation of the ring Q, @Q  due to Thorn [9]. In 1953, Hirzebruch and Thorn raised 
a question about a direct geometrical explanation of the relation ( **). The exact statement, 
see [4], reads as follows. 
PROBLEM 3 (Hirzebruch-Thorn). Give an elementary proof of the index theorem (3) and 
explain the geometrical meaning of the functional equation valid for z. 
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It may be of interest o mention that Problem 3 remains the only unsolved topological 
problem from the list of Hirzebruch [4] (cf. the commentary to Nr. 10 in [6]). 
Our main goal here is to find out what corresponds to ( * ) (and, hence to ( ** )) on the 
cobordism level. It turns out that the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 1. Let M” be an oriented manifold, and let x, y E H,_,(M, Z), w := x + y. Let 
the classes x, y, w be realized by closed oriented submanifolds X, Y, W, which intersect 
tranversally: let T n-6 := Xn Yn W. Then there exists a fiber bundle T x” @P2 over T asso- 
ciated with a @“-vector bundle w, T x”@P’ = P(o), so that for the oriented cobordism classes 
we have 
[W] = [X] + [Y] - [T x”@P’]. 
This implies ( *), since we easily see that 
sign(TxCP2) = sign(T) = z3(x,y,x + y) 
because of the multiplicativity of the signature in the case of homologically simple fiber 
bundles, see [l] (for the projectivizations of @“-bundles, the argument can be simplified 
a great deal). 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is quite elementary: it is based on an explicit construction for 
the manifold W (borrowed from elementary algebraic geometry), and the cobordism is 
checked directly, by using a cut-and-paste technique. Therefore, Theorem 1 appears to give 
a satisfactory answer to the question of Hirzebruch and Thorn. 
A similar result holds for nonoriented cobordisms. Realizing elements of H,_ l(M; Z,) by 
submanifolds and taking the intersection, we can introduce a natural mapping 
To obtain a numerical invariant we can, e.g., compose &’ with the Euler characteristic 
(mod2). This gives us the virtual Euler characteristic modulo 2 
Xi:(H,-l(M;zJ)i + ZZ 
definedbyXi(X1, . . . ,xi):=x(ppO(~l, . . . , Xi)) mod 2. The nonlinearity of x1 is measured by 
x3: 
xl@ + Y) = XI(X) + x1(y) - X~(X~Y,X + y)(mod2) (***) 
which can be checked by a direct calculation with the Stiefel-Whitney classes. (Cf. [5, 
Theorem 11.3.11.) More generally, one has 
Xdx 1, ... , xi-l,x + Y) 
= Xi(Xl, ... ,+1,x) + xi(xl, ... ,xi-l,Y) -x~+z(xI, +-- ,xi-l,x,Y,x + y)(mod2). 
The latter relation could be called the functional equation for the virtual Euler character- 
istic modulo 2. A cobordism refinement of the above relations is given by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let M” be a nonoriented manifold, and let x, y E H,,_ ,(M, E,), w:= x + y. 
Let the classes x, y, w be realized by closed nonoriented submanifolds X, Y, W, which intersect 
transversally: let T n-3 := XnYn W. Then there exists a Jber bundle T x”lRP2 over T 
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associated with an R3-vector bundle w, T x” [WP’ = P(w), so that for the nonoriented cobor- 
dism classes we have 
[W] = [X] + [Y] - [T x”RP2]. 
(To deduce (*es), note that x (T x” RP2) = x(T ).) 
The proof of Theorem 2 does not differ from that of Theorem 1, except that it can be 
easily illustrated because of smaller (co)dimensions arising. However, the pictures remain 
valid, if duly interpreted, for the oriented case as well. 
(Of course, the cobordism of Theorems 1 and 2 can be checked by means of character- 
istic numbers. For this one only needs a more precise description of the vector bundle w, see 
Section 3). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we make precise some notions related 
with the cut-and-paste technique and describe an operation of such kind that does not 
change the cobordism class of a manifold. In Section 2 a decomposition of the projective 
plane (over R or a=) is described in invariant coordinate-free terms, which we need for 
proving Theorems 1 and 2 in Section 3. 
1. MANIFOLDS WITH CORNERS 
Our main goal here is to prove Proposition 1.3 below, which we shall use in Section 3. It 
says that if we properly identify certain parts of (say) three manifolds, then the remaining 
parts join into a cobordism sum of the initial manifolds. 
Dejinitions 1.1. An n-man$old with corners is an n-manifold A endowed with an atlas 
d = { U,f} where each f is a homeomorphism between U and a domain in R”, RF or 
rw:, = {(Xi, . . . ,x,) E R”: x1 2 0, x2 2 O}. 
We assume d to be a Vr’-atlas, which means that any two charts U, fi I/, g are 
%7’-compatible, i.e., g of - ’ is r ( 2 1) times continuously differentiable in its domain. (A 
function defined in a domain of R: or R ; + is called differentiable, if it can be extended to 
a differentiable function on a domain of R”.) The set of points of A in whose neighborhoods 
there are neither IX”- nor R:-charts is called the corner of A and denoted corn A. It clearly is 
a smooth (n - 2)-manifold. 
We are interested in the situation when the corner divides the boundary of the manifold 
into two parts, which obviously are smooth submanifolds, the corner being their common 
boundary. Let A, B, and C be three such manifolds: 
8A = &Au&A, 8B = a,BUacB, ac = aAcuaBc 
and let 
f: agA -+ - aAB, g:a,A + - aAc, h:&B+ - &,C 
be orientation reversing diffeomorphisms mutually compatible on the corners of A, B, C: 
h”.fI COIlI A =d corn A. Then we can glue from A, B, C a closed manifold M: 
M := (A I-I Bu C)/{ f, g, h} 
which can be given a natural (unique up to a diffeomorphism) smooth structure. We can 
regard A, B, and C as submanifolds of M. Their common corner will be called the rib of M. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let MI, M2, M3, and M4 be some manifolds glued from manifolds with 
corners: 
M’ = u Aij, 
j#i 
that are diffeomorphic with the reversion of orientation: 
fii:Aij 3 - Aji 
the difiomorphisms being mutually compatible on the ribs of the Mls. Then the disjoint sum 
MI u M2 u M3 u M4 is null-cobordant. 
Proof: For each i consider the cylinder Mi x [O; l] with corners (see Fig. 1). Gluing these 
four cylinders together along, say, the bottom bases via the&% and smoothing the results 
gives us the required film spanning u:=, Mi. (See Fig. 2.) 0 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let X, Y, and W be three manifolds gluedfiom manifolds with corners: 
x = xpux+Jx*, Y = Y+JY+-JY*, w = w+Jwyvw* 
six of which are pairwise diffeomorphic (mind the orientation!): 
xy z - Yx, xw z wx, Y,zWw, 
*CM 
; 
@ 4 ----___________----- __-- 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
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with the difeomorphisms compatible on the ribs of the manifolds X, Y, and W. Then the 
disjoint union of X, Y, and - W (mind the sign!) is cobordant o the man$old obtained by 
gluing together the remaining parts X,, Y,, W,: 
c-u + CYI - WI = cv, I-I y, u W*)l N I. 
Proof This immediately follows from Lemma 2, where we should put M1 = X, 
M2=Y,M3= -W,andM,= -(X,UY,UW,)/N. 
2. A DECOMPOSITION OF PROJECTIVE PLANE (CP’ OR IRP’) 
Our main aim here is to prove Proposition 2.4 stated in the end of the section. It asserts 
that if we are given two line bundles, then the central bidisk parts of certain three 
2-dimensional vector bundles yield a decomposition of the projectivization of a certain 
3-dimensional vector bundle (all with the same base). 
Notation 2.1. Fix a field k = Q= or R! (the case k = @ requires some additional reasoning, 
which should be omitted when considering a more transparent case k = Iw). Let V be 
a vector space over k, let H 3 0 be a hyperplane in V, and L 3 0 a transversal line, LnH = 0. 
For their projectivizations we have P(H) c P(V)EIP(L). Then the affine part AH = 
P(V)\P(H) with the origin P(L) is easily seen to be canonically isomorphic to H @ L*. 
We are interested in the situation when dim V = 3 and V is decomposed into a sum of 
three lines: V = A @ B 8 C. Then the projective plane P(V) is covered by three affine parts: 
P(F) = A*g+,uA&l9cuA,fDc 
If we denote elements of A, B, C (or, what is more or less the same, their coordinates) by 
a, b, c, then to any nonzero a in A we assign the inverse lement l/a = a-l in A* defined by 
a-‘(a) = 1, and the same holds for B and C. Now the affine coordinates in the above affine 
parts are given in a natural notation by 
a/c denoting a @ c- ‘, etc., which coincides with the standard expressions in the case 
A, B, C = k. 
We assume A, B, and C to be endowed with Hermitian metrics (for k = Iw it is the usual 
length, and for k = @ this means that A, B and C are oriented Euclidean two-dimensional 
vector spaces over R and the multiplication by i is the counterclockwise rotation about right 
angle). 
Remark. We have natural k-isomorphisms A* z A, B* z B, C* zz c, where A is A with 
the conjugate complex structure (ih - i), etc. Hence for a in A we can consider a-l as 
lying in 2 or even in A itself, a- ’ = a/l aI2 (but one must distinguish between the two 
complex structures). Note that if Ial = 1 then a- ’ = a. 
Below the unit disk in a Hermitian vector space S is denoted by Ds. 
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cover the projective plane P(V) with their interiors disjoint. 
This is the decomposition of the projective plane that we are interested in. 
The boundaries of bidisks DAB, DAC, and DBc are glued together by obvious formulas. 
For example, for I[D,B and DAC we have 
etc. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let L1 and Lz be l-dimensional Hermitian vector spaces over the$eld k. 
Consider their unit disks D1 and DZ, and the unit disk D12 c L1 @ Lz. Introduce some linear 
coordinates x, y, and z in these disks such that x(a). y(b) = z(a @ b) for any a E L1, b E L2. If 
we glue together the boundaries of bidisks D1 xDz, D1 xD12, and Dz xD1z, using the 
equation z = xy and equivalent equations x = z/y, y = z/x: 
then the result is canonically isomorphic to P(L: 0 LZ 0 k). 
Remark. The result appears to be asymmetric with respect o L1 and Lz, but up to the 
complex conjugation it is the same thing as P(L1 0 Lf 0 k). 
Because of the canonicity, we can globalize Corollary 2.3 and so obtain Proposition 2.4 
below. This is the main technical result of this section, which we use in the proof of 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T be a smooth manifold, let 5 and n be two l-dimensional Hermitian 
vector bundles over T, and let c:= 5 &n. Consider the manifolds with corners 
which are the total spaces of the bidiskjiber bundles associated with the 2-dimensional vector 
bundles 5 0 n, r 0 i, n 0 c. Let us glue them together along the boundaries by 
h 
(t;x,z) N (t;x_' @I z,z). 
(In short, (t; x, y) N (t; x, z) ifz = x @ y, etc.) Then smoothing the result of this gluing (cf 1.1) 
yields a manifold canonically difleomorphic to the projectivization P(< * 0 n 0 el), where e1 is 
a trivial l-dimensional bundle over T. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We restrict ourselves to the proof of Theorem 1, leaving that of Theorem 2 to the reader, 
though the pictures are mainly related with the latter theorem. 
First note that the choice of W is unessential, since we shall see that the bundle w over 
T is induced from the ambient manifold M. Hence we can use a special construction for W: 
we smooth the union Xu Y near the intersection 2 = X+ Y leaving it fixed outside of 
a tubular neighborhood of Z. 
More precisely, introduce the Cl-structure in the normal SO(2) vector bundles 
5 = vz/x and r] = vzly 
and identify the tubular neighborhood of Z in A4 with the total space of the vector bundle 
At any point of Z, locally along Z we have normal complex coordinates x, y such that X and 
Y are locally defined by x = 0 and y = 0. Consider the vector bundle 
and its generic section s ( it is transversal to the zero-section). The smoothing W = %? is 
given by 
x@y=s. 
W is obviously nonsingular near those points of Z where s # 0. To check that it is 
nonsingular at the remaining points and to describe its structure, we consider the zero- 
manifold T of the section s. (Cf. Fig. 3. It is obvious that, indeed, T = Xn Yn W.) We have 
a canonical equivalence 
VT/Z g iIT. 
Identify a tubular neighborhood of T in M with the total space of the bundle 
VT/M z VT/Z @ (VZ,MIT) = (5 @ tl @ i)lT. 
Locally along T, we have, besides x and y, a normal complex coordinate z, and W is defined 
by 
2 = xy. 
For convenience we assume IsI > 1 on Z\{ IzI I l} (and understand the inequality 
IzI 2 1 as IsI 2 1). 
Let us cut X, Y, and W into the following parts, which obviously are manifolds with 
corners (cf. Fig. 4): set 
Xy = Xn{ I4 2 max(l, ly12)}, Yx = Yn(lz( 2 max(l,Ixl’)) 
Xw = Xn{ ly12 2 max(L IA)}, Yw = Yn{lxl’ 2 max(l,lzl)} 
XT;CPZ = Xn (1 2 max(blz9 lzl)}, YT;e)p2 = Yn{l 2 max(lx12,1zl)} 
Wx = Wn(lyl 2 maxU,lxO}, WY = Wn{lxl 2 mW,lyl)) 
WT;CPZ = Wn{l 2 max(lxl? IYl)}. 





\ I’ \ \ \ I’ \ \ \ ,I \ ,I 
- xw ‘\._/ xw 
Y 
yw ‘\._/ yw - x 
XT YT 
_---..--_ 
- wf WT wx 
,/’ 
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Six of these parts are easily seen to be pairwise diffeomorphic. Inside the tubular neighbor- 
hood of 2 we define the diffeomorphisms as follows: 
XY L - yx, (P,O,Y) N(PJg$o) 
wy L - Yw, (PY x9 Y) - (P9 x7 0) 
and outside the neighborhood we define them to be the identities. The diffeomorphismsf; g, 
and h obviously are mutually compatible on the ribs of X, Y, W. 
Now it follows from Proposition 1.3, where we should put * := T x”CP2, that the 
cobordism class [X] + [Y] - [W] is realized by the result of gluing together the 
manifolds with comers XT;CP~, YT;cPz, and W T;CP~ along the boundaries via the 
r 
Fig. 5. 
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corresponding restrictions off, g, h. (Cf. Fig. 5.) The three manifolds fiber over T with the 
fiber 0’ x D2, the fibrations being associated with the vector bundles q @ c, < 0 [, and 
410 ?. 
If we introduce suitable fiber coordinates (y, z), (x, z), and (x, y), then the gluing relation 
will be precisely the relation z = xy of Lemma 2.3. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, the result 
of gluing is canonically diffeomorphic to the total space of the fiber bundle over T with fiber 
@P2, associated with the vector bundle 
w:= ~“@j+&‘. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 0 
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